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Finance has reshaped the American political economy. The share of US gross 

domestic product from the financial sector doubled from 1980 to 2010, from 4 percent to 

8 percent. From 1980 to 1999, the barriers erected in the New Deal to silo and contain 

financial institutions fell as Congress deregulated piece by piece. As incomes at the top 

ballooned, the share of Americans in the top 1 percent of the income distribution who 

worked in finance rose from 8 percent in 1979 to 14 percent in 2013. Its effects spilled 

across the economy. Finance reshaped American business, as it focused on shareholder 

value and broke apart tasks formerly under one roof. The new financialized workplace 

empowered owners, often in alliance with managers, and weakened workers’ bargaining 

power. And new financial instruments in the mortgage market met the spatial politics of 

the post-Civil Rights polity to produce a housing boom and bust that shook the economy 

to its core.1 

                                                
1 For excellent statistical overviews, see Colin Gordon, Growing Apart: A Political 
History of American Inequality (Washington: Institute for Policy Studies, 2013), ch. 6; 
and Robin Greenwood and David Scharfstein, “The Growth of Finance,” Journal of 
Economic Perspectives 27 (2013): 3-28. For comparative perspective, see Thomas 
Philippon and Ariell Reshef, “An International Look at the Growth of Modern Finance,” 
Journal of Economic Perspectives 27 (2013): 73-96; and Gerald A. Epstein and Arjun 
Jayadev, “The Rise of Rentier Incomes in OECD Countries: Financialization, Central 
Bank Policy and Labor Solidarity,” in Financialization and the World Economy, ed. 
Gerald A. Epstein (Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, 2005). For contrasting views on the 
international dimensions of these transformations, see Eric Helleiner, States and the 
Reemergence of Global Finance: From Bretton Woods to the 1990s (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1994); and Sam Gindin and Leo Panitch, The Making Of Global 
Capitalism: The Political Economy of American Empire (London: Verso, 2013). For a 
helpful brief timeline (from the left), see Matthew Sherman, “A Short History of 
Financial Deregulation in the United States,” (Washington: Center for Economic and 
Policy Research, 2009). For a literature review, see Gerald Davis, “Politics and Financial 
Markets,” in The Oxford Handbook of the Sociology of Finance, ed. Karin Knor Cetina 
and Alex Preda (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012). See also, among many, Neil 
Fligstein and Adam Goldstein, “The Emergence of a Finance Culture in American 
Households, 1989-2007,” Socio-Economic Review 13 (2015): 575-601; John R. Duca, 
“The Democratization of American Capital Markets,” Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas 
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The rise of finance – and, more broadly, of financialization – poses distinctly 

political questions, about both the causes and consequences of the new order. They are 

puzzles to which the standard narratives of American politics in the post-New Deal era 

offer no off-the-shelf answers. In particular, Democrats as well as Republicans built the 

new financialized political economy, whether in new approaches to regulation and 

antitrust, the slew of bipartisan bills from 1980 to 1999 that collectively untied many of 

the restraints around financial institutions first erected during the New Deal, or housing 

policy that pushed credit to consumers even as their incomes stagnated.  

For Republicans, the puzzles are fewer: since the Powell Memo in 1971, as 

American business has reasserted itself politically, it has also grown closer to the 

Republican Party. Although the politics of corporate governance sometimes put 

financiers and industrialists on opposite sides, financialization fit neatly inside a 

Republican ideology that stressed the perils of state planning and regulation, the 

creativity and discipline of markets, and the benefits, collective as well as individual, 

accruing to those who succeed in the market economy. Republicans assiduously 

connected these principles with others that activated different parts of the party’s base, 

including not only a hawkish foreign policy defined for decades by robust anti-

Communism, but a defense of traditional mores that emphasized the attacks to families 

and businesses from centralizing elites intent on raising taxes and imposing their values. 

                                                
Economic and Financial Review, Spring 2001, 10-19; Louis Hyman, Debtor Nation: The 
History of America in Red Ink (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2011); Ken-Hou 
Lin and Donald Tomaskovic-Devey, “Financialization and U.S. Income Inequality, 
1970–2008,” American Journal of Sociology 118 (2013): 1284-1329; Raghuram G. Rajan 
and Luigi Zingales, “The Great Reversals: the Politics of Financial Development in the 
Twentieth Century,” Journal of Financial Economics 69 (2003): 5-50.  
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The Democratic Party demands a fuller treatment. This paper offers an 

exploratory analysis, grounded in primary source evidence, to begin a larger project 

aimed at explaining why Democrats embraced the financialization of the American 

economy. Democrats in the 1980s, this paper argues, came to finance – both the financial 

sector and the financialization of the economy – via the back door through a series of ad 

hoc solutions to severe problems that faced a beleaguered party. Rather than a cohesive 

finance-oriented coalition decisively winning intra-party battles to control the Democratic 

Party and implement its agenda, Democrats looked to finance as a means to solve 

particular problems both in campaigning and in governing, whether in raising funds, 

allocating capital, or enhancing growth without disfavoring constituencies that they 

sought to court. Far from the inevitable resolution of older tensions in the American 

model of regulation or the interruption of stable patterns by a meteor-like shock, the 

politics of the 1980s emerged from layered, accumulated commitments interacting with 

new realities. In other words, finance neither launched a hostile takeover on the party of 

William Jennings Bryan nor did the party capitulate. Instead, the weakness in the New 

Deal coalition rendered the party susceptible to influencers with resources that it coveted. 

 While scholars retrospectively bundle these developments together under rubrics 

like “financialization,” actors at the time rarely made those connections. For the 

weaknesses that the party faced, and for opportunities foregone, finance offered answers. 

Democrats and the interest groups they cultivated played the “game of bank bargains” to 
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extract benefits and concessions – and it is worth asking why they played, and why their 

cards looked so unappealing in the first place.2 

 This paper sketches an preliminary guide to place parties in the politics of 

financialization. Political scientists, far more than other scholars who have mined this 

terrain, whether in economics, business, law, sociology, or history, seek explanations in 

the nuts-and-bolts institutions of government. Yet while attempts to make sense of 

neoliberalism and the Washington Consensus often work from the top down, keenly 

aware of ideas and global contexts, making sense of partisan priorities means reversing 

direction to look from the bottom up, and seeking explanations from the vernacular of 

political systems as they have developed over time. Severe structural constraints hem in 

political actors – and particularly so for the beleaguered Democrats after Fordism’s 

collapse. They emanate both from the sprawling American state and from the particular 

nature of center-left parties. 

The United States retains its rickety eighteenth-century constitutional structure, 

complete with first-past-the-post elections and strong bicameralism. That system, with 

Congress at its center, makes cross-sectoral bargains, let alone any kind of corporatist 

accommodation, unusually hard. It gives unusual influence to local elites and 

particularized interests.3 Its parties descend from the nineteenth century, cobbling 

together divergent regional political economies in search of a program minimally 

                                                
2 Thus, Charles W. Calomiris and Stephen H. Haber, The Political Origins of Banking 
Crises and Scarce Credit (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2014) ask the right 
questions but, limited by a public-choice framework, find, to my lights, the wrong 
answers. 
3 Samuel P. Huntington, “Congressional Responses to the Twentieth Century,” in 
Congress and America’s Future, ed. David B. Truman (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, 1965). This piece serves as useful background to Huntington’s diagnosis of the 
1980s. 
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acceptable to all actors, whether politicians or groups, that benefit from a common party 

label. Together, those sometimes disparate actors hope to secure the perquisites that flow 

from holding office, making policy, and, individually and collectively, wielding power. 

That process takes place continuously and across venues, but nowhere as intensely as in 

parties’ core task in the American system: to nominate a candidate for president. 

Although the United States has developed powerful bureaucracies, its regulators cast their 

eyes over their shoulders to multiple masters: to the authorizing and, in most cases, 

appropriating committees in House and Senate alike, to political appointees in the 

executive, and to the courts. Individually, these may seem commonplace notions, maybe 

even a little shopworn, but collectively they shift attention to politicians who seek and 

hold office, and to the networks assembled around them, as they negotiate among diverse 

constituents and priorities.  

In the tradition of American political development, timing and sequence matter. 

In contrast with its close cousin in political history, studying political development means 

going beyond who did what when to explore how paths chosen and foregone shaped 

possibilities down the road.4 Finance rose because, as the anti-finance coalition 

weakened, organizable alternatives narrowed. Less than a signature “high-demander” 

with strong preferences, finance served as a “high supplier” of resources to a troubled 

party yearning for easy solutions that would not cause immediate, first-order coalitional 

conflict.5 As this paper emphasizes, the Democratic Party in the 1980s looked to finance 

                                                
4 Paul Pierson, Politics in Time: History, Institutions, and Social Analysis (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2004). 
5 Cf. Kathleen Bawn, Kathleen Bawn, Martin Cohen, David Karol, Seth Masket, Hans 
Noel, and John Zaller, “A Theory of Political Parties: Groups, Policy Demands and 
Nominations in American Politics,” Perspectives on Politics 10 (2012): 571–97. 
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not because the party was objectively weak – it still controlled the House, in 1986 retook 

the Senate, and still consistently controlled the majority of state legislative chambers – 

but because long-running dynamics that had transformed the party’s coalitional base 

became, after Ronald Reagan’s election, newly salient. Shifts inside the political system, 

in an era of weak formal parties and an increasing role for money in politics, interacted 

with changes in the post-Bretton Woods macroeconomic environment and in the 

American corporation.  

Parties, as an American strand emphasizes, build themselves up from coalitions of 

groups demanding goodies and attempting to maintain a modus vivendi with one another. 

Yet parties of the left must compromise between a working-class base and other social 

forces.6 While the Great Inflation, and the more general crisis of the 1970s hit the rich 

democracies hard, its manifestations varied from country to country. Nor do the politics 

of trade and finance create the same coalitions across time and place.7 As comparativists 

have noted with increasing frequency since 2008, the usual typologies of welfare states 

hardly predict the severity or laxity of banking regulations. The travails of Keynesian 

demand-side management cannot alone explain changes in housing policy, banking 

                                                
6 Adam Przeworski and John Sprague, Paper Stones: A History of Electoral Socialism 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986). 
7 See Stefan Eich and Adam Tooze, “The Great Inflation,” in Vorgeschichte der 
Gegenwart. Dimensionen des Strukturbruchs nach dem Boom, ed. Anselm Doering-
Manteuffel, Lutz Raphael, Thomas Schlemmer (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
2016); for further background, Charles Maier, “The Politics of Inflation in the Twentieth 
Century,” in The Political Economy of Inflation, ed. Fred Hirsch and John H. Goldthorpe 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1978). 
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regulation, corporate governance, or labor-management relations that have taken place in 

the era of financialization.8  

Already, the Democratic Party remained distinctive from its center-left 

counterparts overseas. The political economy of credit, so important in the historical 

                                                
8 A parallel phase of this project explores the Labour Party and finance in the United 
Kingdom, where fiscalization and limited options for the center-left party led to a still-
more-dramatic embrace of financialization through a somewhat different, and more 
direct, first-order process. In a far more centralized political system for partisan priorities 
and policymaking alike, the Labour government in 1997 embraced “light-touch” 
regulation of the City principally to keep revenue flowing to new investments in 
education and in the National Health Service. The Treasury exercises control over both 
sources and sinks of funds, and its powerful Chancellor, Gordon Brown, saw in the deal a 
classically Labourite opportunity to use the fruits of an efficiently run capitalist economy 
for social good. (Party intellectuals sometimes termed such a philosophy “supply-side 
socialism.”) For Labour, the windfall from the financial sector instantly solved the 
problems that  comprehensive economic restructuring away from the Thatcherite, 
consumer-oriented model, its stated goal, would have posed for the public fisc. The 
party’s Policy Directorate had identified this dilemma a decade earlier – and finance 
ultimately offered a way out: “The problem that a Labour Government will face in the 
1990’s is how to effect the necessary structural transformation of the economy in tightly 
constrained circumstances. The necessary diversion of resources toward investment in 
industry, (predominantly in manufacturing industry), will mean that less is available for 
the expansion or revival of social programs. Yet neglect of investment will render pursuit 
of social goals virtually impossible. Hence the Government will be forced to make a 
long-term economic commitment which entails very little short-term political gain.” 
Policy Directorate, PD1166/Dec. 1987, “A Note on Economic Trends into the 1990s,” 
Neil Kinnock Papers, Churchill College Cambridge, Box 2-2-8. See, inter alia, Robert 
Peston, Who Runs Britain? (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 2008); for historical 
comparison, Jim Tomlinson, “The Labour Party and the City, 1945-1970,” in The British 
Government and the City of London in the Twentieth Century, ed. Ranald Michie and 
Philip Williamson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004); Jim Tomlinson, 
“Labour and the Economy,” in Labour’s First Century, ed. Duncan Tanner, Pat Thane, 
and Nick Tiratsoo (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000); James E. Cronin, 
“New Labour’s Escape from Class Politics,” Journal of the Historical Society 6 (2006): 
47-69; Colin Hay, “Pathology without Crisis: The Strange Demise of the Anglo-Liberal 
Growth Model,” Government and Opposition 46 (2011): 1-31; Martin Smith, 
“Globalisation and the Resilience of Social Democracy: Reassessing New Labour’s 
Political Economy,” British Journal of Politics and International Relations 16 (2014): 
597-623. The locus classicus, born out by subsequent developments, is Geoffrey Ingham, 
Capitalism Divided: The City and Industry in British Social Development (Basingstoke: 
Macmillan, 1984). 
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regional political economies that defined the American party system, holds a theoretically 

uncertain relation to a party based on a class cleavage centered around the political 

economy of wages and, increasingly, income supports. In the idiom of soft political 

economy, it recognizes that divergent sectoral and class interests impose winners and 

losers – and that those winners and losers each then reframe the game in subsequent 

rounds. 

Existing theoretical accounts emphasize center-left politics getting squeezed out 

by a new technocratic consensus. Yet they say relatively little about parties themselves. 

Depoliticization – a turn away from high-stakes combat by public officials over national 

priorities described so often in the literature on financialization – seems quote inadequate 

to explain developments in a polarizing era. To claim that deregulation has insulated 

markets from politics flies in the face of the usual understandings of American politics, 

where everything, down to choices of spouse, neighborhood, and, in the strong pop 

version, consumer products, has become political.9 Instead, the question is what political 

choices the parties offer – and that process demands a serious examination not only of 

parties in government, to take Key’s old typology, but parties in the electorate and as 

organizations as they formulate their programs and constrain governing elites. 

Institutionally, as Stephanie Mudge emphasizes, center-left parties increasingly 

took economic advice not from figures with practical expertise and ties to party networks 

but from highly trained economists in “a professional world that intersects with, but does 

                                                
9 This claim emerges foremost in an impressive, state-centered study; Greta Krippner, 
Capitalizing on Crisis: The Political Origins of the Rise of Finance (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 2011). 
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not depend on, the institutions of national democratic politics.”10 Yet economic advisers 

do not always get their way, nor is it clear ex ante what kinds of knowledge or 

professional expertise will prevail when they disagree. More broadly, even inside parties, 

the politics of ideas lie embedded inside processes of policy formulation and articulation. 

Instead, deregulation and financialization emerged from logrolls and compromises amid 

divided government. While liberals often favored settlements that would have, for 

example, weakened the Fed or forced Fannie Mae into rental housing, they never won 

Congressional majorities. Instead, the de-regulatory side of a logroll won out over the re-

regulatory side. Divided we deregulated.11 Financialization occurred via drift12 – but that 

drift emerged from very real political forces under divided government and Democrats’ 

weak preferences. In particular, a comprehensive new system of regulation, because it 

would have to address the spatial dimensions of financial inequality, would have raised 

precisely the fault lines of race that the Democrats spent the 1980s desperately trying to 

avoid. The status quo bias of American institutions ultimately encouraged 

financialization.13 

                                                
10 Stephanie L. Mudge, Explaining Political Tunnel Vision: Politics and Economics in 
Crisis-Ridden Europe, Then and Now,” European Journal of Sociology 56 (2015), 83. 
11 David R. Mayhew, Divided We Govern: Party Control, Lawmaking, and 
Investigations, 1946-1990 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1991). 
12 See Wolfgang Streeck and Kathleen Thelen, “Introduction: Institutional Change in 
Advanced Political Economies,” in Beyond Continuity: Institutional Change in Advanced 
Political Economies, ed. Wolfgang Streeck and Kathleen Thelen (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2005) 
13 See Peter K. Enns et al., “Conditional Status Quo Bias and Top Income Shares: How 
U.S. Political Institutions Have Benefited the Rich,” Journal of Politics 76 (2014): 289-
303; and, with conclusions drawn from different evidence echoing those here particularly 
closely, Eric Keller and Nathan J. Kelly, “Partisan Politics, Financial Deregulation, and 
the New Gilded Age,” Political Research Quarterly 68 (2015): 428-42; and, on top 
incomes, Thomas W. Volscho and Nathan J. Kelly, “The Rise of the Super-Rich: Power 
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If the weakness of the anti-finance coalition emerged from deep travails of the 

New Deal settlement, the rise of pro-finance Democrats emerged from particular political 

compromises made by a beleaguered party. If a decisive finance coalition had made a 

single-shot, determined effort to break through and take over the party, they would 

probably have been rebuffed. Instead, they succeeded over time and by degree.14 

These efforts emerged from divergent geographical, sectoral, and institutional 

power bases inside the party. Banking, housing, pensions, corporate governance, and 

regulation across a slew of “alphabet agencies” all embraced new models of deregulation, 

increased individual risk, and market allocation of resources in the 1980s and beyond. 

Yet far from a coherent neoliberal bloc taking over the Party of the People, Democrats 

initially had little sense of how these developments linked with one another, nor did a 

single organized set of actors orchestrate their positions. Rather, in the absence of a 

strong anti-finance coalition, Democrats turned to finance and financialization ad hoc to 

solve the immediate organizational and coalitional challenges faced by their divided 

party. Primary-source evidence from the papers of several key players in formulating 

Democrats’ strategy, including Walter Mondale, Gary Hart, Jim Wright, and Dan 

Rostenkowski, shows party elites struggling to corral a fractious party still in control of 

the House, but largely without a working majority or an agenda, still less a public 

philosophy, that connected the party’s disparate constituencies. 

Instead, a changed liberalism met harsh circumstances. In a fiscalized policy, 

liberals feared further budget cuts that inflicted immediate pain on core partisan 

                                                
Resources, Taxes, Financial Markets, and the Dynamics of the Top 1 Percent, 1949 to 
2008,” American Sociological Review 77 (2012): 679-99. 
14 Cf. the framework in Daniel Schlozman, When Movements Anchor Parties: Electoral 
Alignments in American History (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2015). 
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constituents. They directed their limited leverage to climbing out of the hole that Ronald 

Reagan’s 1981 budget had dug for them. Changes in regulatory policy, by contrast, 

offered concentrated benefits and unknown costs. For legislators, the promises of gains 

from financialization loomed larger than its dangers.  

The anti-finance constituency had disintegrated. Once, agrarians from the 

periphery and organized labor inside the workplace had bashed finance and financiers. 

For all their differences on race and labor, the New Deal coalition’s component parts 

shared a suspicion of banking. The New Deal joined an older Democratic Party, based in 

the agrarian economy of the periphery and suspicious of faraway bankers profiting off 

farmers’ woes, with “labor’s new millions”15 in the unions of the CIO, who sought, 

directly in the workplace and indirectly through the ballot box, to organize the national 

economy in the interests of workers rather than owners or managers. This coalition yoked 

white Southerners who had built and maintained Jim Crow alongside African-Americans 

and northern labor-liberals who most ardently opposed it.16 Yet both sides of this anti-

finance coalition had lost influence over the coming decades. And in a particularly deep 

irony, the agrarians’ betrayal of organized labor  

Beginning with rapid development during the war years, the Sun Belt boomed, 

and small-town populists gave way to bankers and industrialists grown rich on largesse 

from the developmental state. Many were Republicans, lured South and West by air 

                                                
15 Mary Heaton Vorse, Labor’s New Millions (New York: Modern Age Press, 1938). 
16 Ira Katznelson, Fear Itself: The New Deal and the Origins of Our Time (New York: 
Liveright, 2013); Eric Schickler, Racial Realignment: The Transformation of American 
Liberalism, 1932–1965 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2016). For a prescient 
early diagnosis, see William Allen White, What It’s All About: Being a Reporter’s Story 
of the Early Campaign of 1936 (New York: Macmillan, 1936), 67–75. 
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conditioning and new opportunities.17 Yet Southern Democrats remained resilient, even 

as many of them turned away from their elders’ populist instincts. Overshadowed by the 

civil rights revolution and with finance little a source of contention in the postwar 

decades, the old agrarians passed from the scene largely unlamented. Many of the 

founders of the Democratic Leadership Council in the 1980s, including Bill Clinton, 

Chuck Robb, Sam Nunn, and Lloyd Bentsen, emerged from the new milieu of Sun Belt 

affluence, closely tied to national as well as local elites. And from the West, Gary Hart 

epitomized a very different sort of distance from people-versus-interests politics. 

The agrarians’ symbolic end came after the 1974 elections when a Democratic 

Caucus swollen with young “Watergate Babies” from the suburbs removed Wright 

Patman as chairman of the House Banking Committee. Patman, of Texarkana, Tex., 

scourge of the Federal Reserve, author four decades earlier of the Robinson-Patman Act 

to protect Main Street businesses from chain-store competition, had signed the Southern 

Manifesto and also regularly sent fan mail to John Kenneth Galbraith endorsing his 

analysis in The New Industrial State.18 As the Sun Belt got rich, its Democratic elected 

officials increasingly turned to local banking and real-estate elites to goose growth and 

fund their campaigns. Housing markets deepened and savings-and-loan associations 

funded local building. The once quasi-colonial periphery developed its own financial 

establishment. The agrarian Democratic impulse that from Andrew Jackson to Wright 

                                                
17 Nelson Polsby, How Congress Evolves: The Social Bases of Institutional Change 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005); see also Kevin Phillips, American Dynasty: 
Aristocracy, Fortune, and Deceit in the House of Bush (New York: Viking, 2004), ch. 4. 
18 See Nancy Beck Young, Wright Patman: Populism, Liberalism, & The American 
Dream (Dallas: Southern Methodist University Press, 2000). 
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Patman fought concentrated financial power had fallen victim to the new spatial politics 

of growth.19 

Many of the same agrarians – the Southerners anxious to protect Jim Crow, rather 

than the prairie populists – who railed against faraway bankers also stopped the labor 

movement in its tracks. Together with northern Republicans, the conservative coalition 

watered down Robert F. Wagner’s proposed Full Employment Act of 1946, which 

promised full employment and national economic planning based on tripartite bargaining 

into the Employment Act of 1946, which principally strengthened planning capacity in 

the executive. And over Harry Truman’s veto, the conservative coalition passed the Taft-

Hartley Act, imposing severe limits on unions’ internal activities and allowing states to 

impose “right-to-work” laws that forbade the union shop. For decades, long before they 

became the Republican base in national elections, right-to-work states concentrated in the 

South and the mountain West. Although its dreams to establish universal social provision 

including full employment and national health care came to ruin from the conservative 

coalition, and the labor militancy of the 1930s dissipated soon after the Second World 

War, following the failure of a 1946 strike wave as the economy reconverted to a 

peacetime footing, the labor movement, starting with the landmark “Treaty of Detroit” 

between the United Auto Workers and General Motors in 1950, carved out space inside 

the American workplace for generous health and pensions in a private welfare state, and 

                                                
19 Bruce Schulman, From Cotton Belt to Sunbelt: Federal Policy, Economic 
Development, and the Transformation of the South 1938–1980 (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 1994); Robin L. Einhorn, “Look Away, Dixieland: The South and the 
Federal Income Tax,” Northwestern University Law Review 108 (2014): 773-797. 
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for corporate governance that, even as it left intact managers’ and owners’ core 

prerogatives, balanced against their claims, both on the shop floor and in the polity.20 

Those norms encompassed not only unionized sectors, but the large, non-union 

companies such as Xerox, IBM, and Kodak that dominated the postwar economy.21 As 

labor retreated and its membership in the private sector declined, halving as a share of the 

private-sector workforce between 1980 and 1995, it both lost the ability to fight against 

changes in the balance of power inside the workplace, from the franchised corporation to 

the defined-contribution pension plan, and also limited its legislative advocacy precisely 

as the deregulatory agenda moved forward, and as new risks loomed. A policy time 

capsule opened, and the postwar extrusions that undercut the American labor movement 

encompassed the Democratic Party as old coalition partners had neither the resources to 

sustain the party nor the clout to stop new ones. 

And so with the third leg in the New Deal Democratic stool. The spatial elements 

in the urban crisis frayed common interests between cities and suburbs. They faced 

finance in very different positions: cities anxious both to satisfy their bondholders, and 

business interests downtown, and also to attract credit into neighborhoods; suburbs as 

participants in the mortgage market at the core of the housing-finance nexus.  

With the rise of the suburbs, big cities lost population – some in absolute and 

nearly all in relative numbers. White-ethnic Democrats fled to the suburbs, dividing 

potential supporters of a progressive coalition, and rendering still more fraught the 

                                                
20 Margaret Weir, Politics and Jobs: The Boundaries of Employment Policy in the United 
States (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993), ch. 2; Nelson Lichtenstein, State of 
the Union: A Century of American Labor (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2002), 
esp. ch. 3.  
21 Sanford M. Jacoby, Modern Manors: Welfare Capitalism since the New Deal 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997).  
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process of building cross-class solidarities already parlous enough given the American 

electoral system so vulnerable to disruption from powerful minorities.22 As racial 

tensions flared, the new politics of place limited cities’ leverage and meant for very 

different experiences at the nexus of housing and finance. For decades, big-city mayors, 

and the urban machines they controlled, held the balance of power in Democratic Party 

matters, and loyally defended incumbent Democratic principles. They controlled delegate 

their state delegates to national conventions, and routinely voted them en bloc. 23 After 

Richard J. Daley of Chicago, from the nation’s most resilient Democratic organization, 

hosted the disastrous 1968 convention, the McGovern-Fraser reforms pushed states into 

binding primaries and caucuses to select delegates, and banned the unit rule, by which 

every vote in a delegation went for the majority winner. Four years later, a credentials 

challenge even denied Daley his delegate vote.  

Yet just as their influence declined, cities’ fiscal position weakened. Private 

employers fled to the suburbs, slashing cities’ tax bases; municipal employees, now often 

the beneficiaries of collective bargaining, demanded higher wages. And cities worked 

with their bondholders to limit spending and keep themselves afloat. The new pattern of 

finance-driven Democratic politics pioneered in New York. The city’s fiscal crisis in the 

mid-1970s proved a critical turning point. Felix Rohatyn of Lazard led the Municipal 

Assistance Corporation, which controlled the city’s purse strings in exchange for 

                                                
22 For a good discussion, see Richard Oestreicher, “The Rules of the Game: Class Politics 
in Twentieth-Century America,” in Organized Labor and American Politics, 1894-1994: 
The Labor-Liberal Alliance, ed. Kevin Boyle (Albany: SUNY Press, 1998). 
23 Steven P. Erie, Rainbow’s End: Irish-Americans and the Dilemmas of Urban Machine 
Politics, 1840-1985 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988); Rufus P. Browning, 
Dale Rogers Marshall, and David H. Tabb, eds., Racial Politics in American Cities (New 
York: Longman, 1990); Roger Biles, “Black Mayors: A Historical Assessment,” Journal 
of Negro History 77 (1992): 99-125. 
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preventing municipal default. The bond markets had established their priority in the 

contest for scarce municipal resources.24  

No department sustained worse budget cuts under Ronald Reagan than the 

scandal-plagued Department of Housing and Urban Development, whose secretary, 

Samuel Pierce, a former Rockefeller aide, spent afternoons watching soap operas and 

whom Reagan infamously failed to recognize at a White House reception for visiting 

mayors; its budget shrank by two-thirds in real terms from 1981 to 1991.25 With the 

decline in federal revenue, and little support from suburban representatives, especially 

after the end of general revenue-sharing, locked in zero-sum competition for place-based 

grants, cities, increasingly the Democrats’ base, found few alternatives sources of growth 

and capital. 

Just as the traditional pillars of the anti-finance coalition collapsed, liberalism had 

changed – and after 1980, even traditional liberals protected their newer achievements. 

Chroniclers from the left often tell a decline-and-fall story, accompanied in the 

international arena by a description of the teetering Bretton Woods system. Yet the story 

of declension from the New Deal finally getting its due comeuppance misses the ways 

that a fiscalized liberalism became itself an object of contestation.  

American liberalism expanded its horizons in the 1960s and ‘70s, but its 

accomplishments proved particularly ill suited to counter financialization. More than it 

stood up for the New Deal, the Democrats’ New Deal wing largely expended its energy 

                                                
24 See, e.g., Kim Phillips-Fein, “The Legacy of the 1970s Fiscal Crisis,” The Nation, 6 
May 2013; Martin Shefter, Political Crisis/Fiscal Crisis: The Collapse and Revival of 
New York City (New York: Basic Books, 1985); Felix Rohatyn, Dealings: A Political and 
Financial Life (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2010). 
25 Demetrios Caraley, “Washington Abandons the Cities,” Political Science Quarterly 
107 (1992): 1-30. 
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defending the fiscalized variant on economic liberalism embodied in programs and 

agencies established in the Long Great Society. Behind it lay a very different kind of 

social citizenship from the collective vision that animated the great New Deal projects. 

Neither the 1960s liberalism of tax-and-spend nor the 1970s liberalism of mandate-and-

sue buttressed an anti-finance coalition.26 Rather than abandoning its traditional 

commitments, the constituency-oriented and budget-minded politics that the Democratic 

Party embraced weakened group actors’ claims to speak on behalf of broad majorities 

against entrenched minorities.  

The New Deal put problems of political economy first. In its “sum total of social 

controls,” it sought to promote, as Robert F, Wagner told an audience at Yale University 

in the spring of 1937, “a just relationship among the respective forces in modern 

economic society.”27 As Samuel Beer, a speechwriter on Roosevelt’s 1936 campaign, 

noted in a prescient 1978 essay: “Public expenditure by all governments, which had stood 

at 11 percent of all gross national product in 1927, was still no more than 19.4 percent in 

1948. The big leap upward came later. The kind of redistribution that took priority in the 

public philosophy of the New Deal was not a redistribution of wealth, but a redistribution 

of power.”28 In turn, the concerns that motivated it – in Beer’s words, “a maldistribution 

of income and a concentration of economic power” – receded amid postwar affluence. 

                                                
26 I have taken this distinction from R. Shep Melnick, “From Tax-and-Spend to Mandate-
and-Sue: Liberalism after the Great Society,” in The Great Society and the High Tide of 
Liberalism, ed. Sidney M. Milkis and Jerome Mileur (Amherst: University of 
Massachusetts Press, 2005). 
27 Quoted in Leon Keyserling, “The Wagner Act: Its Origin and Current Significance,” 
George Washington Law Review 29 (1960), 229. 
28 Samuel H. Beer, “In Search of a New Public Philosophy,” in The New American 
Political System, ed. Anthony King (Washington: American Enterprise Institute, 1978), 
10. 
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And when Reaganism launched a frontal assault on labor unions, a Democratic Party with 

a strong white Southern wing stood largely passive. Budgetary policy came first. 

The Great Society assumed a well-run, full-employment economy with its 

constituent elements in stable equilibrium. It sought to expand opportunity so that the 

marginalized could participate in mass prosperity.29 Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 

1964 layered a new model of workplace governance atop the old, with individual non-

discrimination enforced through the courts rather than, as in the Wagner Act, collective 

rights determined at the workplace.30 In the 1970s, programs such as Food Stamps for the 

poor and SSI for the disabled – the survivor of Richard Nixon’s doomed Family 

Assistance Plan – gave recipients cash rather than access to opportunity in ways that 

would have made Lyndon Johnson blanch. Yet as the “era of easy finance” closed, 

budgetary questions came to the fore. Increasingly, solutions that moved off-balance 

sheet proved appealing. The privatization of Fannie Mae in 1968, a solution to budgetary 

problems laid on by the Vietnam War marks a particularly consequential example.31 

                                                
29 Ira Katznelson, “Was the Great Society a Lost Opportunity,” in The Rise and Fall of 
the New Deal Order, ed. Steve Fraser and Gary Gerstle (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1989), 202; Robert H. Haveman, Poverty Policy and Poverty Research: The Great 
Society and the Social Sciences (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1987; Hugh 
Heclo, “The Political Foundations of Antipoverty Policy,” in Fighting Poverty: What 
Works and What Doesn’t, ed. Sheldon H. Danziger and Daniel H. Weinberg (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1986). 
30 Katherine Van Wezel Stone, “The Legacy of Industrial Pluralism: The Tension 
between Individual Employment Rights and the New Deal Collective Bargaining 
System,” University of Chicago Law Review 59 (1992): 575–644; Michael J. Piore and 
Sean Safford, “Changing Regimes of Workplace Governance, Shifting Axes of Social 
Mobilization, and the Challenge to Industrial Relations Theory,” Industrial Relations 45 
(2006): 299–325; Nancy MacLean, Freedom Is Not Enough: The Opening of the 
American Workplace (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 2006). 
31 Sarah Lehman Quinn, “Government Policy, Housing, and the Origins of Securitization, 
1780-1968,” PhD dissertation, University of California – Berkeley, 2010, ch. 5. 
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The regulatory state ballooned, too. New mandates forced states and localities to 

educate handicapped children and provide clean drinking water. The Occupational Safety 

and Health Administration issued detailed guidelines to keep Americans safe at work. 

Yet precisely the absence of financial crises meant that the vast new powers that 

consumer and regulatory agencies assumed entirely sidestepped financial regulation. The 

grim counterfactual, however implausible comes to mind that a cage-rattling financial 

crisis late in the Bretton Woods era, preferably one that shook small-town depositors and 

big-time speculators alike, could have injected the ardor of the new adversarial regulation 

into the silo-ed New Deal era alphabet agencies that oversaw finance.32 

Ultimately, however, the same skepticism of clubby captured agencies that first 

hit heavily regulated industries such as airlines and trucking moved on, piece by piece, to 

banking. In the absence of an anti-finance coalition, few principles separated captured 

industries, their deregulation presided over by Jimmy Carter and strongly supported in 

Congress by his nemesis, Ted Kennedy, from banks with their power to deliver credit 

and, potentially, lead the economy into a panic. In particular, Ralph Nader, the consumer 

advocate, played the ironic role of supporting early deregulation as a way to disrupt cozy 

arrangements. As Judith Stein writes, “Because he believed that corporations dominated 

government and corrupted labor, he also opposed tripartite modes of governing. Such 

collaboration would be at the expense of the consumer.”33 In an era devoid of major 

financial crises, the consumer’s interest in financial regulation seemed less clear; no 

principle stopped deregulation at banking’s edge. 

                                                
32 Future work will integrate the passage of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act of 1974 and 
the Community Reinvestment Act of 1977 into this narrative. 
33 Judith Stein, Pivotal Decade: How the United States Traded Factories for Finance in 
the Seventies (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2010), 252. 
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 The 1981 Reagan tax cuts, even after the U-turn the following year, dug an 

enormous fiscal hole. Yet the politics of the 1980s afforded new opportunities for special-

interest groups of all stripe to get a piece of the action amid divided government. 

Ultimately, financial institutions made more consequential use of the new opportunities 

than either the classic lobbies with their narrow interests, or the labor movement. Led by 

Tony Coelho in the House, Democrats embraced donors with regular opportunities to 

schmooze with top leaders, and opportunities for special gatherings with party leaders. 

No chairman took advantage of these opportunities more assiduously than Fernand St. 

Germain of Rhode Island, who chaired the House Banking Committee from 1983 to 1989 

and who deregulated the savings and loan industry.34  

The Democratic National Committee, too, embraced the new opportunities, 

finally retiring its old debt from the 1968 campaign and turning to a new role as a 

fundraising machine.35 As Peter Kelly, the Democrats’ finance chairman at the time , told 

attendees at the Democrats’ final midterm conference, in 1982, “We Democrats have a 

tendency to underestimate the importance of money in politics. If we could simply rid 

ourselves of that weakness and dream a bigger dream, our job would be so much 

easier.”36 This process came in parallel with Democrats’ attempts, accelerating after 

1988, to make themselves electable. As then-DNC chair Ron Brown told the DNC’s 

                                                
34 I expect to examine the St. Germain papers in the winter of 2017. 
35 Philip A. Klinkner, The Losing Parties: Out-Party National Committees, 1956-1993 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1994). 
36 Transcript of 1982 Midterm Democratic Conference, 81; DNC Papers, National 
Archives, Box 1332. On Kelly, who began his career in Connecticut politics under 
longtime state chairman John Bailey, see Susan McDonald, Peter Kelly thrives as power 
broker, problem- solver on world stage,” Hartford Business Journal, 8 Oct. 2012, 
http://www.hartfordbusiness.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20121008/PRINTEDITION
/310059969/peter-kelly-thrives-as-power-broker-problem-solver-on-world-
stage&template=printart. 
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executive committee in August 1991, “Our focus is on electing Democrats, particularly a 

Democratic president, rather than on babbling each other on the most inane kinds of rules 

disputes. And frankly, that’s an important change for our party, and I think we all ought 

to take some pride in that.”37 New “councils” for business and labor alike aimed to bring 

potential allies, and their dollars, into the party fold. Initially, the labor councils, made up 

of longtime political professionals, appeared the more successful.  

The Democratic Party did not directly tip the scales between capital and labor, as 

critics have argued;38 it created new pathways for influence, centered around donations, 

that ultimately benefited finance above all. As the fissures of the 1960s that rent 

liberalism asunder healed, a new set of internal party divisions opened, pitting New 

Democrats who took advantage of the Reagan-era constellations and their opponents, 

who could not. Above all, a political system that valued money came into being not 

because the economy changed but because politics changed. 

 Unions and the Democrats in the 1980s largely put aside the divides that opened 

up in the wake of Vietnam, McGovern-Fraser, and the troubled Carter years. Once Lane 

Kirkland, a courtly longtime union bureaucrat, replaced the octogenarian George Meany 

as president of the AFL-CIO, party-labor relations improved substantially. PAC money, 

however, typically flowed not from the central AFL-CIO Committee on Political 

                                                
37 Transcript of DNC executive committee meeting, 21 Nov. 1991, 53; DNC Papers, 
National Archives, Box 1332. On taking the chairmanship in May 1989, Brown stated his 
goal as “how we can affect electoral outcomes, how we can play a significant role in 
electing Democrats and not how we can take care of our internal politics but how we can 
take care of our external politics, really trying to make a difference.” Transcript of DNC 
executive committee meeting, 1 May 1989, 16. Box 187, DNC Papers. 
38 See, e.g., Thomas Ferguson, Golden Rule: The Investment Theory of Political 
Competition and the Logic of Money-Driven Political Systems (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1996), ch. 5. 
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Education, but from the international unions themselves. And those internationals, give 

their own priorities and the limits of divided government, focused more on industry-by-

industry priorities such as tax breaks and tariffs on foreign goods than on the big-ticket 

agenda that long motivated labor-liberalism, or, following PATCO, on the new American 

corporation and its effects on workers. Political organizing and shopfloor organizing 

bifurcated. 

Writing in December 1984, Samuel Huntington described the Democrats as 

divided among New Deal, New Affluent, and New Politics wings.39 The DLC began as a 

second-wave attack from conservative elements in the New Deal coalition, based 

principally in the Sun Belt, against the New Politics elements. As Huntington correctly 

predicted, wresting control of the party from New Politics elements that combined New 

Deal economics and New Affluent lifestyle liberalism (the so-called “Atari Democrats”) 

would require a synthesis of New Deal pragmatism on social issues and foreign policy 

with New Affluent skepticism of big spending.  

Their vehicle was the Democratic Leadership Council, launched in the spring of 

1985 to bring the party back to the center. The “wizards of Wall Street” did not create the 

Democratic Leadership Council. Nor, when the DLC formed, did it aim to facilitate 

markets per se or the financialization of the economy. Instead, it began as the last legacy 

of white Southern Democrats, who sought a more permanent power shift40 to the South in 

presidential politics than Jimmy Carter, surrounded by a cabal of fellow Georgians and 

distant ideologically and organizationally from his party. 

                                                
39 Samuel P. Huntington, “The Visions of the Democratic Party,” The Public Interest, 
Spring 1985, 63-78. 
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A 1993 account traces the links between the DLC and Wall Street to Barrie 

Wigmore, a Saskatchewan-born partner at Goldman Sachs, who, having retired young, 

wanted to make an impact on policy. He sought out Sam Nunn, a highly regarded 

Georgia Democrat prominent in defense policy.41 The marriage of Wall Street money and 

Southern white votes at the core of the New Democratic project seems, from the inside, 

far more contingent – maybe even serendipitous – than usually acknowledged. As the 

ongoing party sort sawed off the white southern leg of the stool, and as Wall Street 

became both richer and, in the wake of consolidation, more ideologically cohesive, then 

new policies made new politics. The remnants of the New Democrats’ party faction now 

receive the vast bulk of funding from Wall Street.  

That Democrats sought in more than rhetorical ways to distance themselves from 

their predecessors’ excesses hardly determines how they might have carried that 

commitment into practice. As the Walter Mondale campaign shows, politics that 

appeases the bond market in particular combines perfectly easily with an expanded 

welfare state, via a program of fiscal responsibility. Nor did Gary Hart’s embrace of what 

he happily termed neoliberalism – even if a variant of it that played more on the North 

American than the classical sense of “liberal” – emphasize finance above other new 

sources for economic dynamism. The new class coalitions that separated Democrats, 

particularly white ones, from their roots in working-class communities and emphasized 

their upper-middle-class professional identities emerged from fissures in the New Deal 

                                                
41 Paul Starobin, “An Affair to Remember?” National Journal, 16 Jan. 1993, 120-24. 
See also Robert E. Rubin and Jacob Weisberg, In an Uncertain World: Tough Choices 
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order.42 Even as they substantially shaped, they did not determine the sectoral alignment 

that the party took. Other bourgeois identities besides “investor” and industries besides 

financial services might have come to the fore.43 The marriage of finance and the 

Democrats emerged from actors’ constrained choices inside political institutions.  

Once inside the tent, expelling partisan actors proves difficult. Far easier to pivot 

on a “groupless” issue than to deny resource donors with intense preferences on issues 

little in the public spotlight.44 If the politics of the 1980s had looked different, then a 

Democratic administration in the 1990s would have faced very different pressures. Even 

a Clinton (or Clinton-type) administration determined to hew to the center ground would 

have had to thread the needle more tightly when it espoused pro-finance views, especially 

when Congress came into play. Instead, it had a free hand. Accounts of the Clinton 

administration seem personalistic, emphasizing the backgrounds and inclinations of 

leading policymakers such as Robert Rubin and Lawrence Summers, precisely because 

elites acted relatively unconstrained from pressures that hem in presidents when they seek 

to deviate from critical players in their party coalitions that hold intense policy 

preferences.  

 Yet these patterns proved unstable. As the fragmented financial industry 

consolidated, the old cross-regional enmities among different types of financial 

institutions that first kept finance down and that then fed piecemeal deregulation 
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dissipated. The “game of bank bargains” had changed to allow for an anti-finance 

coalition. From a divided finance constituency and a strong anti-finance constituency, the 

situation in the New Deal era, through a divided finance constituency and a weak anti-

finance constituency, the story of the 1980s, to a strong finance constituency, emerging in 

the 1990s, that emerged that, after 2008, begat a strong anti-finance constituency.  

 The story of that coalition, and of the Democrats’ internal turmoil in the Obama 

era and beyond goes beyond the scope of this paper, but its contours emerged from earlier 

political patterns. Notably, while the old agrarians’ day has passed, organized labor, 

beleaguered but ideologically more cohesive than at any point since the AFL-CIO split as 

the building trades’ influence declines, has emerged as a close partner; Damon Silvers, 

general counsel of the AFL-CIO, deserves note as a key broker.45 

To take the signature achievement of the new anti-finance Democrats, 

Elizabeth Warren explicitly modeled her proposed new agency on the Consumer 

Products Safety Commission, and the comparison is not a facile one (to be sure, the 

Consumer Products Safety Commission, atypically, follows the older model of a 

multimember commission). In form and mission, the Consumer Financial Protection 

Bureau most resembles the bureaucratic agencies of the 1970s. Despite its old-school title 

of “Bureau” and Warren’s resonant background of Oklahoma childhood and Harvard 

Law School professoriate, the CFPB harkens back less to the alphabet agencies of the 

1930s that agrarians in Congress created and that bright young lawyers staffed, than the 

adversarial agencies that emerged largely from Congressional action as reform-minded 
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liberals took advantage of the conservative coalition’s end to give favored constituencies 

“a piece of the action.” Rather than insulating agencies from public pressure, they put 

consumers and “the public” first, and added detailed mandates and generous grants of 

standing to push regulators toward desired ends. Nevertheless, older patterns reemerged. 

Again, Democrats, or at least a section of them, trumpeted protectors of policies to 

benefit broad majorities of ordinary Americans (“the people”) at the expense of a 

rapacious few (“the interests”). If Democrats have seemingly become more ideological in 

recent years, the rise of an anti-finance coalition may well help to explain the story; as it 

moves forward in time, this research will explore that question.46 

None of the foregoing means to argue that Democrats had no choices as they 

confronted financialization, or that their choices were correct, whether as short-term vote-

maximizing, long-term coalition-maximizing, or policy maximizing, only that the perfidy 

to the putative Rooseveltian legacy often assumed in left critiques, and the blithe 

assumption of small bumps on the road to polarization that typify mainstream political 

science fail to capture the depths of the Democrats’ strategic dilemmas in the Reagan 

years. But the fiscalization of American politics, the rise of political money, the dynamics 

of piecemeal deregulation, and the troubled housing-finance nexus all made finance an 

attractive ally. In an unusually perspicacious account of the Reagan years written in their 

immediate aftermath, the journalist Haynes Johnson accused America of “sleepwalking 
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through history.”47 Whether the Democrats were sleepwalking as they embraced finance 

is not the social scientist’s claim to make. Either way, they failed to appreciate in advance 

the implications of the transformations that they unleashed. 

                                                
47 Haynes Johnson, Sleepwalking through History: America in the Reagan Years (New 
York: Norton, 1991). 


